
Next-Generation out-of-home advertisement



● Location:  Finding billboards and other advertising spaces in prime areas can be 
challenging for marketing companies on a budget.

● Metrics: Measuring the impact of traditional OOH Advertisement on consumer habits 
is sometimes impossible.

● Installation:  Costs associated with installation of billboards and other forms of 
traditional OOH Ads can impact the total amount of money spend on designing a strong 
campaign.

● Design: The ability of businesses to create interactive campaigns is limited by 
traditional ways of advertising.

Problem
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A network of mobile smart digital signage.

Solution

Get access
To prime locations during 
prime times. 

Save money
When compared to 
traditional ways of display 
advertising such as 
billboards.

Help the community
Providing important 
advisories and alerts.

Make money
When our device is 
installed in cars, pedicabs 
and food trucks

Gain insight
On impressions and 
reach.
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Product

● Bright LED Screens
○ Can be spotted at any time of day

● Web portal
○ Where advertisers can easily create and 

manage campaigns
● Computer vision confirmed views and 

Campaign insights
○ Can be used to rapidly adapt campaigns 

to better target the desired market
● Community engagement

○ Improving our communities through 
important advisories and alerts
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Consumer reactions

Overwhelming positive reactions in 
Austin, Texas.
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Market
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$200.0 Billion +

Overall media spend (Worldwide)

$8 Billion

OOH Advertising (Worldwide)

$1,005 M+

DOOH Advertising (USA)

Source: http://oaaa.org/

http://oaaa.org/Portals/0/Public%20PDFs/MAGNA%20Global%20OOH%20Map.pdf


Business model

● We sell ad space considering physical ad location and time.
○ Ad cost will vary per area on a factor of prime locations and times.

● We pay contractors ( drivers ) to move the screens around.
○ Pay is calculated based on time/miles driven and share of ad revenue.

● Cost of the screens is offset by limiting the driver’s revenue share until the cost of 
the screen is covered; Tiers of revenue share will be assigned based on amount of 
dollars generated by driver ( time and miles driven ).
○ Example

■ Driver will earn 80% of total revenue share the first 800 miles.
■ Driver will earn 90% of total revenue share between 800 miles and 1200 

miles.
■ Driver will earn 100% of total revenue share after 1300 miles driven.
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Projections
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Using $3.60 USD per hour of 
advertising space as our 
sample value and a steady 
growth on our device fleet from 
3 to 1000 screens we estimate 
our daily net revenue to grow 
from $37.80 to  $12,600 USD 
after 16 months of operation.



Adoption strategy

Events
Target events in 
different markets.

SXSW (Austin, Tx): 73,000+ people
Austin city limits (Austin, Tx): 75,000+ people

Pal norte (Monterrey, MX) : 210,000+ people
Machaca (Monterrey, MX) : 30,000+ people

Sporting events (Mexico city, MX) : 10,000 ~ 68,000+ people

Social media
Leverage social 
media’s reach to 
establish our brand

Sales
Recruit businesses 
to advertise using 
AdMint
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Competitors

* Good data 
* Pricing
* Ease of use
* Expensive
* Difficult installation
* Bad support 
* Slow adoption

* Ease of use
* Expensive
* Difficult installation

* Ease of use
* Proven model
* Expensive
* Difficult installation
* Not reusable
* No insights
* Expensive initial 
commitment
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* Proven model
* Expensive
* No insights
* Expensive initial 
commitment
* Not mobile



Competitive advantages 

Technology
❏ Geo-targeting: Targeting creative messages 

to specific parts of a town.
❏ Temperature: Changing the creative 

message if the temperature moves above or 
below certain level.

❏ Demographic targeting.
❏ Day part targeting: Eliminating wastage and 

offering advertisers the ability to target 
commuters during core times of day, or a 
restaurant the ability to run different 
campaigns for breakfast, lunch and dinner.

Driver incentive
Contractors ( drivers ) are incentivised to drive for 
the platform by its competitive pay rates and the ease 
of earning supplemental income.

Ease of use
Advertisers are able to use the web portal to create, 
manage and pay for their campaigns.
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Faster ROI
Advertisers are able to quickly adjust their 
campaigns based on the data insights provided by 
AdMint.

Quick market capitalization
AdMint has the potential to grow rapidly and position 
itself in the market by tackling promising cities such 
as Austin, TX or Mexico city, MX.
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Team

Jacob Brans Co-founder

Starting off developing android and ios apps, Jacob had 
early success with over 150,000 downloads worldwide by 
age 18. Jacob earned a bachelor's degree in applied 
mathematics and computer science from Texas A&M, and 
has been working professionally in software engineering 
for over 7 years.

Carlos Alaniz Co-founder

A tech native, Carlos taught himself to code at age 15 so 
that he could customize online games. After discovering his 
love for software, he completed a bachelor's degree in 
computer engineering and started a professional career. 
Carlos had the idea for AdMint in 2017 before launching 
the business in 2018.

Christina Faulkner Co-founder

Christina built her first website at age 12 and has been 
using the Adobe suite for over 12 years to create exciting 

visuals and graphics for the web. Christina has been 
working in communication, management, and tech 

professionally for over 7 years and holds a master's 
degree from Syracuse University.

Cristofer Segundo Software engineer

 Developer with a mathematics, finance and economy 
background. Passionate about new technologies with 

special interest in Data Science and Machine Learning.
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